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Many variants detected , what next?

Are variants pathogenic? When do we call it pathogenic?
Can we use it in a clinical diagnostic setting?

Requires careful multidisciplinary approach for appropriate 
phenotype-genotype predictions

Functional tests are needed

Laboratory Diagnosis with NGS (WES, WGS)



Kind of mutation, splicing, nonsense, missense, inheritance (de novo), in known
domain of protein?, protein family?, conservation among species

Frequency in population not too high

Prediction software eg. SIFT, Polyphen

Literature, database,  more families with same variant(s) and same clinical
phenotype

Expression (specific? general?) 

Animal models (existing phenotype for the gene ?)

Protein function and interaction with pathways, functional validation

Calling a gene variant pathogenic



It is all about communication. Variants require careful
analysis by multidisciplinary approach 

Function

GenomicsPatient

Clinics / counsellor

Ethics



So finding the gene and knowing its 
sequence or variant is just the start . . .

“Finding a gene leads to many questions that still need to be answered. Where is 
it expressed? At what level? When during development? Where does the protein 
localize, in what tissue and where in the cell? All give clues to function. 
Geneticists and genomicists have been a bit slow in trying to incorporate 
biochemical and cell biological assays and technologies to solve problems in 
these areas. There need to be close collaborations with cell biologists and 
biochemists to understand gene function. And, of course, understanding some 
aspects of function in another species can be greatly helpful to its study in 
humans. Success in genetics shouldn’t be seen as an isolated success but rather 
as integrated with all other important aspects of biology”.

Quote: Human Genome Organisation (HUGO) Council 
member Aravinda Chakravarti, Professor; McKusick-Nathans 
Institute of Genetic Medicine; Departments of Medicine, Pediatrics, and 
Molecular Biology and Genetics at the Johns Hopkins University School of 
Medicine; Department of Biostatistics at the Bloomberg School of Public 
Health.



Functional Genetics 

 Investigate Pathogenicity of unclassified variants (UV’s) 

 Better diagnosis, genotype-phenotype correlation

 Better counselling

 Disease modelling zebrafish

 More insight disease and better treatment

Biochemical, Metabolic
and Functional

Clinic, dd.

Focus on expertise areas
e.g.Neurogenetics, Cardiogenetics, 
Ciliopathies

Clinical Genetics

Counselling and Laboratory Diagnostics

Molecular, WES
New
Functional
Unit

Aims and Objectives

Research



Functional unit structure (expertise based)

Unclassified 
variants 

constructs

Splice 
variants and 
Promotor
mutants

Cell-based

Generate variants (site-
directed mutagenesis)

Check by sequencing

Transfect into cells

Simple assay: immunoblot; 
ELISA; enzyme activity

Patient material
(fibroblasts in culture) 

Morphological
assessment: IF-
microscopy, localization

Biochemical assessment:
Pathway analysis;
RT-PCR-based assays; 
luciferase reporter assay; 
immunoblotting

Generate splice variant 
constructs; obtain patient
material

In vitro assessment of 
splicing: luciferase
reporter assay; RT-PCR

Biochemical confirmation



Functional validation: examples and future

TORopathies: TSC: TSC1, TSC2, (TSC3?)
(Hemi)megaencephaly: AKT3/TOR
(Cowdens, Peutz-Jeghers,…?)

RASopathies: Neurofibromatosis: NF1 

Lysosomal storage disorders ,enzyme deficiencies, biomarkers!
GAA, Pompe (225 variants tested)
other LSD

Ciliopathies: confirmation of effects of missense variants on cilia 
morphology/function in patients cells and/or cell    
models and animal models

DNA-repair (CS, XP, AT)
Mitochondrial disorders: assays respiratory chain components
FraX: hair root test for expression
General Splice variants: confirm pathogenic effects RTPCR, RNASEQ
General Promotor mutants: Luciferase reporter assays
Disease modelling zebrafish

In RED the examples
that will be discussed



Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (TSC)

Autosomal dominant hamartoma syndrome

1/10 000 affected

High penetrance

Wide clinical variation

Inactivating TSC1 and TSC2 

mutations

Functional analysis of TSC1 and TSC2 variants

TORC1

TSC2

TSC1 

Mark Nellist
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Mark Nellist



Functional analysis of TSC1 and TSC2 variants: 
immunoblotting

TORC1

TSC2

TSC1 

S6K
P T389

TSC2

lysis

infra-red scanner

TSC1 S6K

cotransfect
cells

SDS-PAGE

immunoblot

Marianne Hoogeveen-Westerveld

Derive variants
(site-directed
mutagenesis)

Check by
sequencing

Transfect into
cells (HEK293)

Effect on TORC1 
signaling

(S6K-T389 
phosphorylation)

Constructs generate Flagged-Proteins and
Specific antibodies against P and not P 
forms are used



Functional analysis of TSC2 variants:
immunoblot results

TORC1

TSC2

TSC1 

S6K
P T389



214 TSC2 variants assessed: 111 pathogenic (52%); 12 possibly pathogenic (6%); 87 
no effect detected (41%); 4 putative splice mutations (2%)

Functional assay of TSC2 variants: overview



82 TSC1 variants assessed; 24 pathogenic (29%); 8 possibly pathogenic 
(10%); 44 no effect detected (54%); 6 putative splicing mutations (7%)

Functional assay of TSC1 variants: overview

Summary TSC: 296 TSC1 and TSC2 variants tested



Familial focal epilepsy with variable foci (FFEVF)

Autosomal dominant epilepsy syndrome

Variable penetrance

Wide clinical variation

Inactivating DEPDC5 mutations

Functional analysis of DEPDC5 variants

TORC1

S6K

S6

P

P

4E-BP1 P

RAGs
GTP

DEPDC5

NPRL3NPRL2
GATOR1

Melissa van Kranenburg

FFEVF/ovarian cancer: 12 DEPDC5 variants tested



Functional analysis of AKT3 variants

Megalencephaly

Germ-line and somatic

activating AKT3 mutations

AKT3 is the brain-specific AKT 

isoform

Mark Nellist, Grazia Mancini

Megaencephaly: 5 AKT3 variants tested



GAB

MEK

ERK

RAS

NF1

P

P transcription

SPRED1

growth factors

RAS signaling, Neurofibromatosis

GTP

RTK

P

RAF

SHC GRB2
SHP2 SOS1

Mattijs Punt

Assay in development, same principle
as TSC assay applied to another pathway



Example: Lysosomal storage disorders 
Pompe disease



protein

AA nr952

110 intracellular membrane bound
110 secreted into medium

110 urine
95 / 76

70

110 /  95 
76 / 70

1 182 231 286 318 359 399 442 480517546 585 630 680 730 778 933882827

140 233 390 470 652 882 925

active    site

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
1

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 cDNA

IVS6(-22t>g)
del IVS7(-19)-IVS15(-17)

IVS8(+1g>a) IVS9(+2gt>gc)
IVS9(-1g>c)

IVS10(+1g>c) IVS14(-2a>c)
del exon 16-20

IVS16(+2 t>g)
del exon 18

IVS18(+2t>a)

C118T
C172T
insC258
G271A
delG271
T307G
C309A
insT341
delTG379/380
delCC482/483
delT525
G546A

C573A
T623C
G655A

delT716
delTT721/722
del20nt766>/+insC
G784A
C854G

A875G
G877A
T896G
A923C
A923T
G925A
T935G
T953C

C971T
T1064C

A1115T
T1120C

T1204C
T1214C
A1222G

delT1441
T1441C
del13nt1456-1468
G1548A

A1555G
T1556C
G1561A
TC1585/1586GT
C1634T

G1645A
T1655C
C1687T
T1696C
A1724C
G1726A
G1735A
G1754T

C1796A
C1798T
G1799A
G1820A
del1819-1836
insA1827
delC1827
G1832A
G1843A
T1850C

G1912T
G1913T
G1927A
G1933C
G1933A
C1935A
C1941G
G1942A
C2014T
G2015A
delAAC2023/2025

G2105A
insG2161
C2173T

G2237A
insG2243
C2303G

C2560T
C2639A

T2702A
del3nt 2707/2709
insC2741/G2743
ins18nt2776

delGT2815/2816
T2846A

intron
mutations

insertions
deletions

point mutations

insT2358
delC2380
T2410C
insC2432

A1364T
delACG1373/1375
del nt1408-1410
delGAGA1411/1414
G1432A

IVS1(-13t>g)

severe
less severe
mild
very mild
unknown

Functional analysis of GAA variants expression
(>225 variants tested)

Marian Kroos, Arnold Reuser



Example: Ciliopathies

From Tobin and Beales



Primary Cilia functions 2014
New functions and ciliopathies to be discovered?

 Mechano-sensory flow sensing (bending> Ca response)

 Also motile cilia have a role in sensory reception (eg. nodal cilia)

 Major signaling pathway during development goes via primary cilia mammalian
hedgehog signaling!

 Wnt signaling, body axis patterning, cell proliferation, migration

 PDGFRα stimulated migration of fibroblasts and stem cells

 Brain development, cortex formation, migration?

Can we develop assays for these functions?
 Which cells have (primary) cilia ? Cultured (patient)Fibroblasts ?

Is biochemical (functional) diagnosis possible?

Primary and motile cilia

2 types of Cilia:
onzone

Ancient eukaryotic tiny hair-like organelles that project 
from the cell surface of many cell types

Axoneme of 9 doublets of microtubules



Ciliogenesis cell cycle dependent

1. Centrosome destined for 
basal body (G1/G0 phase)

2. Transport centriole pair to 
plasma membrane

3. Docking

4. Growth axoneme

5. IFT, intraflagellair transport

6. Transition zone membrane

7. Vesicular transport of 
ciliary proteins

8.    Function (signaling)



Primary Cilia structural test

Cultured fibroblasts after starvation, staining with immunofluorescent
antibodies
Green: anti-γ-tubulin
Red: anti-acetylated-tubulin

Length and number, count 100 cells

basal bodies

3-6 µm

nucleus

Staining of primary cilia in fibroblasts

fibroblast

axoneme



Overview staining control fibroblasts 
with  counting



Overview staining patient and 
control fibroblasts

ControlPatient



Scoring by Counting 100 cells

Marianne van der Sterre



Assay sonic hedgehog Gli-signaling pathway
after stimulation with SMO agonist Purmorphamine

Increase in relative Gli1 expression is measured with qRT-PCR

+ PUR

Activated Gli

- PUR

Leontine van Unen



Functional validation of severe ciliopathies
in a cohort of terminated pregnancies 

1. 48 TOP with congenital 
abnormalities (in the ciliopathy
disorder spectrum) 

3. Functional abnormalities of the 
sonic hedgehog signaling (SHH) 
pathway

2. Structural and quantitative ciliary
abnormalities
- 39 cell lines (81%) had ciliary abnormalities.

- The majority had multi-organ involvement but 
only two had a known mutation (Meckel and Ellis 
van Creveld syndrome). 

NGS 
ciliopathy
panel



Clinical Genetics
Leading the way in genetic issues

Ceroidlipofuscinosen:

CLN1 (PPT1)
CLN2 (TPP1)
CLN3
CLN4 (DNAJC5)
CLN5
CLN6
CLN7 (MFSD8)
CLN8
CLN10 (CTSD)
CLN11 (PGRN)
CLN12 (ATP13A2)
CLN13 (CTSF)
CLN14 (KCTD7)

Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS):

BBS1
BBS2
BBS3 (ARL6)
BBS4
BBS5
BBS6 (MKKS)
BBS7
BBS8 (TTC8)
BBS9 (PTHB1)
BBS10 (C12orf58)
BBS11 (TRIM32)
BBS12
BBS13 (MKS1)

IFT122 (WDR140)
IFT140 (WDTC2)
IFT80 (WDR56)
DYNC2H1
TCTN3
NPHP2 (INVS)
TMEM138
IQCB1 (NPHP5, SLSN5)
DNAI1
DNAI2
CCDC39
CCDC40
DNAH11
RSPH4A
RSPH9
KTU (DNAAF2)
LRRC50 (DNAAF1)
DNAL1
DNAAF3
ZIC3
FOXH1
LEFTY2
GDF1
ACVR2B
NODAL
CFC1
LRRC
FLCN
VHL
APC

INPP5E (JBTS1)
TMEM216 (MKS2, JBTS2)
AHI1 (JBTS3, Jouberin)
NPHP1 (JBTS4)
NPHP3
NPHP4 (SLSN4)
CEP290 (NPHP6, MKS4, JBTS5, BBS14)
TMEM67 (JBTS6, MKS3, NPHP11)
RPGRIP1
RPGRIP1L (MKS5, JBTS7, NPHP8)
ARL13B (JBTS8)
CC2D2A (MKS6, JBTS9)
B9D1 (MKS9)
B9D2 (MKS10)
WDPCP (BBS15)
OFD1 (JBTS10)
TTC21B (JBTS11, IFT139, NPHP12)
KIF7 (JBTS12)
TCTN1 (JBTS13)
DNAH5
SDCCAG8 (NPHP10, BBS16)
CEP41
C5orf42 (JBTS17)
TMEM237 (JBTS14)
TCTN2 (MKS8)
NEK1
TTBK2 (SCA11)
WDR35 (IFT121)
WDR19 (IFT144, NPHP13)
IFT43 (C14orf179)

Ciliopathy

New pt. with 2 known pathogenic
mutations

Validation 2 known mutations found 
in both patients

M.Wijgerde, M. van Slegtenhorst, D. Halley



Primary Cilia and Cortex Formation

Am J Hum Genet. 2012 Sep 7;91(3):533-40



Rotatin localizes to basal bodies and mutant cells show 
structural ciliary abnormalities



Groningen patients SMO (smoothened)

mutations pathogenic ? Request FU test

-A pair of boy and girl twins, presented with AVSD, large fontanel, 
postaxial polydactyly and skin syndactyly

-The parents were consanguineous and they had one healthy older 
child. 

-By homozygosity mapping in combination with exome sequencing  a 
novel homozygous missense mutation c.1725C>T (p.R575W) was 
detected in SMO on 7q32.3, a member of the SHH-GLI signalling
pathway

Mieke Kerstjens-Frederikse
Marlies Baardman, Yunia Sribudiani
Robert Hofstra



Smoothened (Smo) Ciliary Translocation test

Smo antibodies stain cilia (axoneme) in fibroblasts
only after Purmorphamine or Shh stimulation

stimulated 



Smo translocation to the cilium
in control fibroblasts

anti-Smo (RED) & anti-γ-Tubulin (GREEN)

0 μM Purmorphamine 2  μM Purmorphamine



0 μM Purmorphamine 2  μM Purmorphamine

Smo does not translocate to the cilium
in Smo mutant fibroblasts

anti-Smo (RED) & anti-γ-Tubulin (GREEN)



Shh signaling is affected in Smo mutants

Increase in relative 
Gli1(target gen) expression 
is measured with qRT-PCR

+ PUR
Activated Gli
transcription 
factor

- PUR

Rel. Expressie Gli-1
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Ongoing test: chemotaxis

PDGFα stimulated migration of human fibroblasts

Start 

-PDGFα

+PDGFα

PDGFalpha-induced fibroblasts (controls) migration in serum-
free medium, measured by change in impedance (xCELLigence
RTCA DP Instrument for Flexible Real-Time Cell Monitoring. 
ACEA Biosciences



Development of functional tests (multidisciplinary setting)
as screening tests and as validation for variants.
In patient cells and (neuronal) cell lines after transfection and RNAi

Working
-TSC1and TSC2 Phosphorylation test
-LSD, Pompe, Mitoch. disorders,
Hair root expression FRMP, DNA repair
-NF, DEPDC5, AKT3
-Cilia structure, Smo translocation, Gli signaling, PDGFα migration

Near future
-Intra Flagellair Transport
-Phosphorylation test of pathway members
-Cell cycle markers centrosomes migration
-Tubulin structure and PTM
-RNAi transfection neuronal cell lines
-Nodal cilia assay zebrafish (Kupffers vesicle)
-Disease modelling in zebrafish

Summary Functional tests


